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EIGHTY-MIME GET DEGREES JUNE 6

NATION MUST SEE ,
DEFENSE NEEDS

CLOSING CONCERT
PROGRAM TONIGHT

A challenge to the people of the
nation to awaken to the great demand of the present defense program
was sounded by Mr. Harry Reed,
former superior court judge and at
present federal commissioner for the
Federal Land Bank, of Columbia, S.
€., in a speech to the I.R.C. Thursday
night.
Mr. Reed began by admonishing the
audience:
“This is a fast-moving
world. All information must be upto-date. So keep tab on the latest
issues of the newspapers.
Don’t
hold to news too long.”
The speaker showed the imminent
threat of the Axis powers in the
Mediterranean and stated the possibility of Germany controlling that
sea, the Suez, and Gibralter in the
hear future. Then, he held, it would
be only a matter of time before West
Africa and important islands in the
Atlantic would be in a perilous position.
Conceding no point, Mr. Reed asserted: “The condition of the Pacific
is bad. Japan is only waiting an opportunity to strike at the British and
Dutch East Indies in the South Pacific. And if this comes to pass the
United States navy could not protest
these islands.
Already Japan has
control over French Indo-China which
is next to these possessions. In case
of a German victory and these results, it is possible that the Panama
Canal might be closed and the United States navy made a one-ocean
navy with half of the fleet in one
ocean and the other half in the other.
In a position like this where
would an isolated America be ? Could
We, after what we have done to Germany in the past, expect mercy from
her?”
Mr. Reed, in commenting on the
strike situation, upheld the rights of
labor to organize and use its influence,
but he stated that something should
be done in the present emergency to
curb strikes in strategic defense industries.
In conclusion the speaker defended the use- of convoys if necessary.
He said, “It doesn’t make sense to
See “National Defense,” page 3

The thirtieth and the last of the
1940-41 Music Appreciation Hour programs, sponsored by the fine arts division of the University System of
Georgia, will be presented tonight at
8:15 in the auditorium by T. C. music students.

Thirtieth Program—Ninety
Soloists Been Presented

So States Hon. Harry Reed To
I.R.C. Thursday Night

DEAN RAIMUNDO DE OVIES

SPEAKER CHANGED
FOR HONORS DAY
J. D. Cherry, Former Student
Here, To Make Address

A call meeting of the board of regents of the University System of
Georgia caused E. Ormonde Hunter,
scheduled speaker for the Honors
Day program Friday, to postpone his
engagement. J. D. Cherry, a teacher
in the Waycross High School and a
graduate of T.C.
in 1936, will deliver the address.
Sixteen students, eight for scholarship and the same number for leadership and service, will be awarded
honor certificates at this year’s Honor
Day services which will be held in
the auditorium Friday morning at
10 o’clock.
Mr. Cherry was an outstanding student while he attended Georgia
Teachers College. During his senior
year he served as president of the
Student Council, and throughout his
entire college career he had a very
good scholastic standing.
He received honor certificates in 1935 and
in 1936 on Honors Day for meritorious leadership and service.
Since leaving T.C. Mr. Cherry has
taught in Douglas (Georgia) High
School and Waycross High. He has
done some very complimentary work
in the study of Georgia public school
teachers and in attempting to help
them to better their professional
standards.

FIRST SIMMER SCHOOL SESSION
GETS UNDER WAY HERE JUNE 11
A Number of Visiting Teachers
To Augment T.C. Faculty

Augmented by several visiting faculty members, and with prospects of
a big enrollment, the first session of
the
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Georia Teachers

College

summer school will get under way
June 11th.
Each summer Georgia Teachers
College holds two summer sessions.
This year the first term starts Jane
11th and last until July 18th. The
second term begins July 21st and
lasts until August 22nd.
Visiting faculty members will be
represented in every division of the
college. For the division of education there will be C. J. Cheeves, who
has been working in the Gainesville
(Georgia)
schools; Johnnie Cox,
supervisor of education in Pulaski
county; Alfred L. Davis, superintendent of Blackshear schools; Myra Hall,
teacher in the Pelham schools; John

Julia McMahan, instructor in laboratory schools at Peabody College, and
Mrs. C. S. Patterson, superintendent
of the Clinch county (Georgia)
schools.
In the industrial department will be William P. Herring,
a T.C. graduate who has been teaching in Fitzgerald for the past two
years; in English, Mrs. D. L. Deal,
of Statesboro; in science, Harold
Jones, professor of biology at Berry
College, and Nolan E. Rice, professor of biology at Middle Georgia College; in social science, J. T. Ecker,
professor of history and social sciences
at Middle Georgia College, and Paul
Murray, professior of history and
social sciences at Georgia Southwestern College.
A special feature of this year’s
summer school sessions will be a
“Good Neighbor Institute” which -will
put emphasis on courses on Latin
American countries and on the Spanish language.
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FOUR TO RECEIVE
JUNIOR. DIPLOMAS

Raimundo de Ovies Delivers The
Baccalaureate Sermon
Eighty-nine seniors will receive
their B.S. degrees in education from
Georgia

Included on the evening’s program
will be piano students of Mrs. Barnes,
voice students of Mr. Ronald Neil, instrumental students of Mr. Ernest
Harris, and violin students of Mr.
Lorran Latham. It is the completing
half of the student recital program
begun last Monday evening.
Throughout the past school year
twenty-nine Music Appreciation Hour
programs have been held at this
school. During this time ninety different soloists have appeared here. Of
this number 44 were pianists, 22 singers, seven violinists, 17 miscellaneous
performers. Also included on the program have been two bands, two choruses, four small vocal grops and one
small string ensemble.
Indications at present are that this
series of programs will be continued
next year. A suggestion which no
doubt will merit a good deal of attention, and one which may he adopted for next year, is the one of having
alternating programs. In this case
there would be, say two music programs and two lecture or other type
programs in alternation instead of
having all musical entertainments.

Teachers

College

Friday,

June 6th, at 11:30, in the college
auditorium.

Guy H. Wells, L.L.D.,

former president of this college and
at present president of G.S.C.W., at
Milledgeville, • will deliver the baccalaureate address. Likewise four students will be awarded junior college

DR. GUY H. WELLS

ROUNTREE IS NEW
SANFORD PREXY
Dunn Elected Vice-President;
Hallman. Secy-Treas.

Ross Rountree, sophomore of Graymont-Summit, was elected president
of Sanford Hall for next year in an
election held Wednesday night. Other officers elected were John Dunn,
vice-president, and Wyllis Hallman,
s ec reta ry- treasurer.
In addition to these officers Sanford Hall has a governing body of
See “Rountree,” page 5

A Tarewell Address

A good orchestra conductor knows how to end a composition. He might conclude with a fast-moving and dynamic
movement which leaves the audience standing and cheering
in wild demonstration, or he might bring the piece to a close
with a soft, melancholy effect that leaves the listeners spellbound and speechless. Likewise a master writer can end
a novel in a manner which causes the reader toi be excited
and desirous of more, or in a manner which imparts a depressed and dark outlook. Just which, if any of these, we
the staff of the George-Anne are using we do not know. It
is beyond our power to say.
It seems that it has been only a short time ago since
we endeavored to put together the first issue of the GeorgeAnne back in October: And it has been a brieY time comparatively speaking—just seven months ago. Much water
has flowed under the bridge since then. The international
situation has become graver, American youth have been
conscripted for military service, the defense program has
become a spirited actuality, new faces have appeared on
the campus and old ones have passed on, some for good,
others just temporary. Also no less than fourteen GeorgeAnnes, some of which kept the staff scratching their heads
until the wee hours of the morning, have been issued.
Among these we know were some bad excuses, others we
hope have been to a measurable degree satisfactory.
If we were asked how has our journalistic year been,
we would instantaneously reply that it has been wonderful.
This reply doesn’t deny adversities and disappointments, it
merely illustrates the dominance of the successes and pleasures that we have enjoyed. If nothing else has been gained,
we think that the experience acquired is worth ten times,
yea one hundred times, the trouble and inconvenience that
our journalistic endeavors have cost us.
We sincerely hope that we have made some improvements on the paper which will be helpful to staffs in years
to come. We hope that the paper will continue to carry five
columns, and retain the book review section, to foster a religious column, and to better its editorial prestige. The
present staff has attempted, though with the questionable
See “Farewell, page 2

diplomas and one a normal degree.
Graduation exercises will get under way Sunday at 11:30 when Raimundo de Ovies, dean of St. Philips,
Pro-Cathedral, of Atlanta, delivers
the baccalaureate sermon in the auditorium.
Dr. Welis is a popular speaker and
an outstanding figure in education
throughout Georgia and the nation.
He was recently elected district governor of the Rotary Club of Georgia.
As he was president of this college
until 1934, his being here will he a
familiar occasion.
Mr. Ovies, who will give the sermon, was one time chaplain of the
University of the South at Sewannee,
Tenn., and professor of Bible there.
He is an outstanding student of psychology, a syndicated write, a columnist for the Atlanta Journal, and
a lecturer of wide repute.
A complete list of the tentative
graduates and their majors is:
Social Science: Edward Aguirre,
Earl Byrd, Elizabeth Cato, James C.
Cato, Edith . Davis, Milton Findley,
Emily Golf, William Reeves, Olive
Reppard, Harold Rigsby, Elbert Sanders and Doris Toney.
History: Robert F. Young, Charles
Stanfield, Paul E. Lester Jr., James
Jordan, Selma Lois Horne, J. A.
Gardner Jr. and Robert Alexander.
English: Edwin M. Blue, Elliott
Boswell, Virginia Bradley, Arlond
Cooper, Frances Deal, Alton Ellis,
Elizabeth Enecks, Laura Elizabeth
Ford, Betty Ann Goble, Marie Hamrick, Sam P. Jones, Emily Lively,
Elizabeth McNally, Eddie Najjar,
Theodore Oglesby, Carolyn Oliver,
Anna Rogers, Leslie Aubrey Wells,
Jeanette Williams, Herman Wrinkle,
and Sallie Zetterower.
Music: Carroll Beasley, Catherine
Gainey, Elizabeth McLemore and Ella
Cook Nease.
General Science:
T. A. Bacon,
Henry O. Cravey, .Chess Faircloth,
Hugh Hodges, John King, George
Parker, Colbert Purvis, Albert Rocker Jr. and Herman L. Slayden.
Industrial Arts:
George Boddiford Jr., Robert Carroll, Edward Carruth, Carlton Carruth, William Muggridge, Gesmon Neville Jr., George
Pafford and Thomas Swift.
Home Economics: Frances Breen,
See “Guy Wells,” page 5
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BIBLE VERSE.
“Behold, I set before you an open door.”—Rev. 3:3.

More Sanitation Needed
A recent study of the United States sanitary codes covering the production of sanitary
and safe milk for human consumption, provoked the Community Hygiene class to study conditions here at the college regarding milk production. Members of the class visited the
school dairy barn, and wrote accounts of their
observations basing them on the regulations
as set forth by the United States Department
of Agriculture, which form the standards for
the production of grade A raw milk.
Some of the reports were not so favorable.
Students observed that such a requirement as
dean and painted dairy bam walls could not be
found; that the fly menace is a big one and
almost critically dangerous; that the milk room
is not separated from the barn; that the milking utensils are not sufficiently protected from
dust and other means of contamination; that
the milking stools are made of wood and would
not meet government specifications; that the
disposal of cow manure is not as prompt as it
should be; that perhaps the proper precautionary measures are not being taken by the milker with regard to cleanliness of clothes and
proper milking procedures, and that animals
other than the dairy cows are allowed in the
dairy lot.
On the good side of the ledger, it was observed that the -floors of. the barn are kept
reasonably clean; that the milk cans are sterilized before using; that the cows are healthy
and are periodically examined, and that the
butterfat content of the milk is favorable.
The dairy conditions at Georgia Teachers
College cannot help but affect the rest of the
school; they are not. localized. Students here
drink the milk that is produced there. Conconsidering the number of students here, it can
easily be seen how hazardous an infection from
any communicable disease could be. An epidemic of typhoid or tuberculosis could render
havoc. Then, too, the fly menace is terrible.
They molest you in the class room, in the library, in the dining hall (notwithstanding the
fact that it is frequently sprayed), and in the
dormitories. And mere molestation is not
enough to charge them with. Flies are one of
the prime carriers of disease germs and filth.
The school could take an outstanding step
in the direction of better sanitation and progress if it would bend every effort to eradicate
the unsanitary conditions regarding the school
dairy barn. Even though ap to the present
there have been no disease epidemics on the
campus directly traceable to the milk supply,
the accomplishment of such would insure
against the possibilities of such a catastrophe
in the future. And surely everyone could get
along magnificently without the flies.
Printed at Request of
Community Hygiene Class.

MONDAY, MAY 26, 1941

Understand South America

Every student, if it is possible, should avail
herself or himself of the opportunities to get
acquainted with the Latin American countries
and the Spanish language here this summer.
In this time of international crisis, every American should become concerned with the conditions of “Our Neighbors to the South.” Ignorance of the customs, habits, and languages
of Soutfi Americans has to a great extent
been the cause of errors in United States policy
in this section of the world in the past. Today we need more than ever before to be sure
that such errors will not be repeated. Students here can contribute, though it may be
little, to this necessary understanding.
Hon. Harry Reed, who addressed the International Relations Club Thursday night, pointed out the possibilities of the infilteration of
enemy influence into South America and the
imminent threat that this would present to the
United States. For years the Axis countries
have maintained an efficient and undermining
propaganda campaign in that part of the world
and have been greatly helped by the jingoistic
policies of this country. All Americans must
realize the dangers involved in this situation
and attempt to bring about a more general good
neighbor attitude—T.C. students included.
This summer is an excellent time to get off to a
good start.
“Farewell,” from page 1
results especially on the latter issue, to adhere
to these standards.
As this the last issue of the George-Anne
for the present staff is presented to the readers
there are several acknowledgments that we
wish to make. We wish to thank the Administration for its splendid encouragement and its
sincere belief in freedom of the press; we wish
to express our appreciation to the faculty for
their fine co-operation when we asked it; we
desire to thank the student body for its faithful response throughout the year; and last, but
not least, we wish to congratulate the readers
for their patient attention and regard to our
endeavors.
So readers, we pass on to you the GeorgeAnne. Be it yours, a torch to hold high—the
chief instrument of student expression. In
conclusion we the staff laconically say with regret THIRTY.
THE STAFF.

QUILL-TINGS

By
Homer Blitch

*2*
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By OLIVER THOMAS

Text: “Behold, I have set before
you an open door.”—Rev. 3:8.

Exit Laughing
Irving S. Cobb,
The Dobhs Merrill Company,
New York

God is ever on the alert, opening
to His people doors of opportunity
and refuge.

Witty and humorous, Irvin S.
Cobb’s “Exit Laughing” is truly-one
of the outstanding contributions to the
rich field of current autobiographies.
Mr. Cobb, who is universally ^ known
for his witticism, presents for the
reader a highly seasoned yet easily
digestible account of his life which
is deeply rich in the ordinary simple
things of human existence and at the
same time superbly philosophical.

To the people of Egypt,

He opened the Red Sea—the door of
escape into freedom.

To mankind of

every age, He has opened the cleansing fountain—the bleeding side of the
precious Lamb of God that taketh
away the sins of the world, as an
escape from the bondage of sin, and
the doom of hell. This door is everyone’s opportunity to succeed.

The writer’s life is thoroughly exciting. It offers about every experience that one could expect from a
person who has followed the adventurous way of a newspaperman. Coming from a well represented stock of
forbears, who had done their best
according to the author to propagate
and populate their kind throughout
the eastern part of the United States,
Mr. Cobb at an early age took to
newspaper work. At sixteen he began doing reportorial work on his
home town newspaper, the Paducah,
Kentucky, “Evening Post.” At nineteen he amazingly found himself
managing editor of the publication.
But Mr. Cobb was not destined to
remain for long in the ranks of the
white collared executives. His immaturity rebelled against his position,
and at twenty he was back in the reportorial fold drawing twelve dollars
a week and a little extra for a small
interior city paper.
One Christopher Merry, a potato
peddler by day in Chicago and a burglar by night, who tortuously murdered his wife, gave young Cobb his
opportunity for crashing the bignewspaper gate. Paradoxical as it
may seem, however, he did not enter
by way of the Chicago Tribune, the
paper for which he covered the crime,
but went to New York for his bigtime debut.
From then on the tale winds itself
in many directions. There are the
See “Book Review,” page 5

We have heard that opportunity
knocks but once. This being true, a
lost opportunity may alter the whole
course of one’s future. What may
have been a bright future may become an eclipse. Many potentially
successful people fail, not because opportunity failed to knock, but because
they failed to hear it. It is as swift
as a serpent.
It gives sufficient
chance, but is soon gone if not seized.
No one need to he a wandering vagabond or a worthless parasite in God’s
world of abundance. Noble aims, determined wills, and properly employed means, will lead any man to success.
Within a few days, colleges the
world over will send out thousands
of graduates. Unless they are blinded by some selfish, sinful ambitions,
the world offers to them a mighty
challenge. Corrupt politics needs a
house-cleaning. Society needs unselfish, God-loving, sober-minded citizens.
Schools need teachers who will devote themselves to developing Christian character in the pupils, rather
than expecting a monthly check.
Homes need Godly mothers and fathers to be examples before their children.
When all other doors are shut,
Christ’s door stands open wide to
whosoever will come to Him. To miss
it, is to throw one’s self at the mercy
of a God-hating world and a Christiess eternity. Seize this golden prize.
Enter this door that leads to certain
victory with everlasting reward.

Dear Editor:
The students who read this column
probably remember the letter I wrote
for this column some time back. In
this letter I made a special appeal for
the patronage of our advertisers. I
tried to show the importance of advertisements and the results if they
were discontinued.
In my final rounds for collection of
the bills owed for this year’s advertisements I have been amazed at the
response of our advertisers. Without a single exception every advertiser has been more than pleased
with the results of his advertisements
carried in the George-Anne.

It is the purpose of this letter to
express my appreciation for your
patronage to them. You have made
the job of selling advertising a pleasure, and. I am glad you, the student
body, realize the importance of our
advertisements; small as they may
be.
I wish to express my appreciation
to those responsible for the privilege
of serving two years as business
manager of this paper. To my successor I wish all the success in the
world to what is an enjoyable job as
well as a hard one.
JOHN BEN AYERS, Bus. Mgr.
The George-Anne.

.. Voice of The ReaderT.
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Scriptural Searchlights

BOOK REVIEW

»2«

THE ROUND-UP
This is the last appearance of the George-Anne this
year. In the past thirteen or fourteen issues we have
attempted to give a picture of the campus. First we
gave news of star events and innovations, Home-Coming, Christmas, Off Week Ends, and hundreds of other
things come and passed. We saw Leon Smith come
with his surresalism, we heard Hugh Hodgson, Roosevelt Walker.
We heard announcements, went to
dances, and did hundreds of other things. These in
themselves are fleeting and ephemeral. Their effect is
lasting—through them comes the spirit of the college.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
In the throes of a change, or should we say many
'changes, the Student Council suddenly changes composition. This new body of representatives should
realize the work begun by the previous council. Freshman Week should be organized to an almost scientific
point. There should be closer co-operation between
dormitory government and the council. (The reason
is house presidents will be on Student Council.) This
also adds three girls to the council.
TRAINING SCHOOL OPEN HOUSE
Announcements come from the Training School that
an Open House program will be held there Wednesday
night, June 3rd. The program will get under way at
7:30 p. m. All kinds of entertainment to be offered,
including some' fine dramatic presentations.
A SINCERE HOPE
The music appreciation programs which have been
held here this year have afforded splendid opportunities. Reports' state that during the thirty performances of the year some ninety solo artists have been
present.
A number of these were excellent guest
musicians—Hodgson, Harrison, Hecker, Sule, etc.
The crowds were sometimes small, but the programs
were nearly always tops. It is this colmun’s hope
that this series will be continued next year. It is a
fine indication that people of the state are awakening^
to the better things in life—the fine arts.

oo
Here’s your old reporter back again,
dictating to you from his secret sanctum, the last and dirtiest dirt of the
year.
Seems Dot Wilson hasn’t any more
’Clouds on her horizon.
Tina Gresham seems to be John
Ben’s last chance. All the rest have
waked up.
Could Dr. Pittman’s “whiskey tenor” voice be a result of the education convention in Savannah?
Was it Ben or Wren or was it both
the Christies who reminded us that
“though clothes don’t rnake the man
it’s dangerous to walk down the street
without any.”
Who cries over the telephone to
mother after every fuss with Wayne
Culbreth ?
Who’s mother thinks it worth .$15
to end a love affair between daughter
and Franklin Godbee?
Betty (tobacco road) Jordan and

oo
9

Joe Allen (Casanova) Jones have hit
a new* high in spring romance.
Websters says that a FRIEND is
'‘one attached to another by esteem,
respect and affection.”
Doris Parrish and Emily Cromley don’t know
this.
Urn, boys!
I won’t ask you if
you’ve noticed, but Carolyn Foster
looks like the original “Pretty” girl.
(R) Chisolm has the strangest pet!
But don’t ask him what it is.
Guess who doesn’t believe in evolution—Georgia Webb and Z. L.
Strange. Honest!
Don’t believe anything the faculty
tells you. At the fellowship supper
they proved themselves superb liars.
And so ends our last column of the
year. Excuse if we’ve stepped on
anyone’s toes. Until September we
bid you one and all a pleasant vacation.
So long folks!

MONDAY, MAY 26, 1941

SCHOOLTEACHERS
IN GREAT DEMAND
PLENTY OF JOBS
FOR GRADUATES

So Reports W. L. Downs, Head
Of Placement Bureau
“There is every indication at present that every degree graduate from
Georgia Teachers College who desires
it will be placed in some school by
September,” stated Mr. W. L. Downs,
head of the the college laboratory
school and director of the college
placement bureau, in an interview
Tuesday.
Mr. Downs went on to say that requests for teachers from this college
are more numerous for this time of
the year than they have ever been
before. Already more persons have
been placed than in any previous year
on record here for this time of the
year.
The defense program and military
conscription are the main factors in
the greatly stimulated drive for
teachers throughout the state. Mr.
Downs stated:
“One of the first
things requested by a person seeking
teachers is the draft number of the
applicant if he be male. As a consequence of this, persons with big draft
numbers are in greater demand.”
The Georgia Teachers College placement bureau not only has the job of
placing the prospective graduates in
school here, but also is continuously
at work looking for openings for
those teachers who have attended T.
C. that are out in the field and who
desire changes. Along this line Mr.
Downs remarked:
“The placement bureau here is
open to all persons who graduate or
attend school here. No matter if a
T.C. graduate has been teaching for
ten years, he can still put in his application at the Teachers College
placement bureau, and all that it will
cost him is the price of three application photographs.”
Judging by these remarks then, all
looks rosy for the teaching profession
next year. Those that the army does
not get should at least find a job.

B.

THE GEORGE-ANNE

REFLECTIONS OF AN EDITOR
It was ip September that I actually began my practical career
as a journalist. Of course for years I had been a newspaperman all
but in fact.
I covered my imaginary beats, I got my( share of
important scoops, and wrote my quota of sensational stories. The
only thing that was needed was the actual newspaper.
Reality destroys the beauty in lots of things. This is because
when we are drifting around in the wonderful land of day dreams we
mold every situation to fit our desires. There are no rough edges,
no blunt reprimands, no gross and malicious errors. Everything is
wonderful. But, like awakening from a dream in which you are a
millionaire, you find that it isn’t real after all. It’s a terrible letdown, but nothing new. Reality has stuck its dragon head forward
and asserted itself.
Something of a transformation like this was experienced by me
last September when I found that I actually had to edit and publish
the George-Anne. No longer was I a great journalist who ranked
with the Putlizers, the Greeleys, and the Stanleys. I was a fumbling
theorist, completely ignorant of the practical aspects of a newspaper.
Questions kept popping into my mind. Why didn’t that editor
last year teach me how to write heads ? Some of them would take
15 24-point machine letters, others only 14. Why? Why couldn’t all
of them take the same number ? And the job of make-up. I had taken a
course in journalism, but nobody had ever showed me how to balance
a front page. How many hands and brains did an editor have to
have, anyway ? There were the questions of management and organization, of writing and rewriting, of checking and rechecking, of reading and proof reading, of tracking down news sources and reporters,
and of dodging and accepting (reluctantly) the acrimonious criticisms
of readers.
These questions overshadowed everything else at college for me
for the first two or three issues of the paper. Especially did they
become troublesome the night before the copy was supposed to go
to the printer. They would stay with me until 3 or 4 in the morning. They would be mixed up in the jumbled hodgepodge of stories
finished and unfinished which lay about on the table and floor. They
would be mixed up in the typewriter keys to the extent of causing the
dratted thing to misspell words, and murder the King’s English in
the form of split infinities, dangling participles, or ambiguous antecedents. Finally they would get mixed up with the clock which ticked
away monotonously in the hall just outside the office door.
This struggle against time threatened several times in the early
stages of my practical journalistic career to extend through the
wee hours of the morning when the early shafts of down changed
the black night to a grayish hue, and finally until the sun peeped' its
face from below the horizon. However, I always managed to bring
myself to quitting before such actually happened.
Getting the copy was only half of the job. There were still
hours to be spent up-town in the printing office waiting for galley
proofs, then the final proof. Proofs had to be checked with copy, and
often there was the debate as to how a name which was spelled two or
three different ways in copy should be finally printed. And only a
few articles ever fitted the places that they were marked for. This
necessitated cutting or packing the story. The entire job would be
finished sometime by late Saturday afternoon or Saturday night.
Monday was always a busy day. The paper had to be got out.
There was the general wondering as to what kind of chapel program
they would have. Would it be long enough to get all the papers
folded? Luckily it always was. Following this came folding and
addressing papers for the mailing list. By Tuesday morning another issue of the George-Anne was in the past.
But with this, rest was only temporary, and very brief at that.
No sooner had I relapsed into a wonderful state of indolence when I
would suddenly realize that it was time to start another issue. I
would somehow manage to pull myself out of the lethargy and once
more get back to work.

S.U. OFFICERS
ARE INSTALLED

Impressive Candle Light Ceremony Is Provided

Officers for the Baptist Student
Union for 1941-42 were officially installed at a very impressive candle
light ceremony Sunday evening, May
17th.
These officers will serve the B.S.U.,
which is a growing campus organization, until next spring. Several weeks
ago this group was given instructional guidance, in the duties and work
of B.S.U. officials by Miss Mildred
Owen, state secretary of the organization.
Those chosen and the positions
which they are to fill are:
President, Annelle Alford; first
vice-president, Marietta Cook; second vice-president, Myra Newton;
third vice-president, Willie Hugh
Hinely; secretary, Joyce Hendrix;
Sunday school representative, Robert
Chislom; Y.W.C.A. representative,
Evelyn Hester; pianist, Annie Lois
Harrison; chorister, Marcus Bruner;
reporter, Lewis Hinely; pastor, Rev.
C. M. Coalson; faculty advisor, Coach
B. L. Smith.

As time went on and as issues slid behind me, the job got easier.
Recently I have been able to work in half the time which in early
fall last year took most of the night. The drudgery became less and
the mental strain was noticeably reduced. Even with this, however, the job was still a big one, and at times during the deadline
day things would not look too encouraging. On numerous occasions1
I wondered if all this was worth so much trouble; but my instinct
always got the best of such an interrogative and answered with a
weak but distinguishable “Yes!”
From this rodomontade the reader has doubtless gathered that
my year’s experience as a practical newspaper man has been one of
sheer drudgery and toil. Such is not the case. Quite on the contrary I
realize as this last issue comes out, that I have never enjoyed any
other experience quite so much. From it I am afraid that I have acquired that deadly poison, that chronic ailment, printers ink in my
blood. It seems that I’ll never be satisfied now unless I’m nervously
peeking away on a typewriter, with jumbled copy all around me,
trying to beat the deadline for another issue of the paper.
Folks, believe it or not, practical journalism is a wonderful and
exhilarating adventure.
ELBERT SANDERS.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SPRING QUARTER—1940-41

Monday, June 2
8:15-10:30—English 102, 205, 206.
10:45- 1:00—-11:00 o'clock classes
2:00- 4:00—Freshman and Sophomore Physical Education
Tuesday, June 3
8:15-10:30—Biology 101, 102; Physical Science 101, 102
10:45- 1:00—Mathematics 100
2:00- 4:00—2:00 o’clock classes
Wednesday, June 4
8:15-10:30—Social Studies 102, 103, 201
10:45- 1:00—8:00 o’clock classes
2:00- 4:00—3:00 o’clock classes
Thursday, June 5
8:15-10:30—12:00 o’clock classes
10:45- 1:00—9:00 o'clock classes
Note:

Short Spring Session students will take their examinations
under hours listed on the schedule

THREE

DEAN HENDERSON RETURNS HERE
FOR OPENING OF SUMMER SCHOOL
HAS STUDIED AT
CHICAGO UNIV.

'Returning Here

*

Resumes His Duties Here On
June Eleventh
Dean Z. S. Henderson, who has
been on a leave of absence this year
doing research study on child psychology at the University of Chicago,
will return to resume his duties at
this school for the start of the summer school session June 11.

INGRAM IS AGAIN
PICKED TO HEAD
STUDENT BODY

Dean Henderson was a visitor on
the campus Thursday and Friday,
May 15th and 16th, following the
conference held at Savannah Beach
by Georgia educators on the improvement of teacher education in Georgia, which he attended. During his
stay here, he stated that although
his year at the University of Chicago had been highly successful, he
was looking forward eagerly to reestablishing himself on Georgia soil.
He remarked that he was very desirous to resume his duties at T.C.

While Dean Henderson has been
away Fielding Russell, professor of
English, has been acting dean. He
has done a splendid job this year and
it is with a great deal of regret that
John Dunn Is Vice-President; students here see him relinquish his
Eula Beth Jones, Secretary
present duties. This is true despite
the fact that it is known that he
Joe Ingram, junior, of Nelson, Ga.,
will give full and creditable account
was re-elected president of the Stuof himself in his former position
dent Council for 1941-42 at an elecas a full-fledged English professor.
tion held May 15th. His opponent in
the race was John “Holy” Grahl.
Selected to serve with Ingram next
year as officers on the council are
John Dunn, of Devereux, vice-president, and Eula Beth Jones, of Marshalville, secretary.
Mary Paulk and Catherine GainOther class officers and represeney Present Piano-Voice
tatives for the college classes from
Program
freshmen through the juniors were
also elected. Chosen to head next
The Georgia Teachers College Muyear’s senior class was David Bow- sical Department presented Miss Mary
man; next year’s junior class, Ross Paulk in a piano recital assisted by
Rountree, and in a run-over election Miss Catherine Gainey in wo ice
Billy DeLoach was elected president Wednesday evening at 8:15 o’clock in
of next year’s sophomores.
the college auditorium.
Ronald J.
Other class officers and represen- Neil, head of the college music deatives of the Student Council elected partment, accompanied Miss Gainey.
were:
The program for the evening was:
Seniors —- Vice-president , Gene Prelude in B Flat from the WellWeatherford; secretary, Billie Tur- Tempered Clavieord, Bach; Sonata
ner; treasurer, Jane Simpson; repre- Op. 10 No. 1, Beethoven; Etude (Revsentatives, “Tiny” Henderson, O’Neal olutionary) and Nocturne in G, ChopCave and Leon Culpepper.
in, Miss Paulk; Life to the Sky, RimJuniors — Vice-president, G e o r ge sky-Korsakoff; The Soldier’s Bride,
Mulling; treasurer, Harold Waters; Rachmaninoff;
My Native
Land,
representatives, Mary Thomas Perry, Gretchinoff,
Miss
Gainey;
Valse
Harold Herrington.
Romantique, Debussy; The Fisher’s
Sophomores—Vice-president, Chas. Cottage, MacDowell; Waltz of the
Parker; secretary, Viriginia Perry- Flowers, Tschaikowsky, Miss Paulk;
man; treasurer, Betty Ann Morgan; The Maids of Cardiz, Delibes; Hop-Li,
representative, Jimmy Gunter.
Manning, Miss Gainey; Concerto in

PIANO AND VOICE
RECITAL GIVEN

“National Defense,” from page 1
say we are going to make materials
and send them to England and see
them destroyed getting there. It is
reasonable and helpful to see that
these things get there.”

G minor (Allegro), Mendelssohn, Miss
Paulk and Mrs. Barnes.

In the old days we used to debate
on which came first, the chicken or
the egg. We know the answer now.
Neither—it’s the tax collector.

H. W. SMITH
RINGS

MAKE YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

WATCHES

AT THE

SILVERWARE

COLLEGE

BRACELETS
GRADUATION GIFTS
FOR STUDENTS

!

PHARMACY

1

“Where The Crowds Go”

THACKSTON’S
Clothes Cleaned the Superior Way

Hobson DuBose, Prop.
Joe Ingram

Agents
John King

Tiny Ramsey
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STUDENT COUNCIL STUDENT RECITAL YEAR’S HEADLINES BOOTH-PITTMAN SINGING FESTIVAL
TO BE HELD WEDNESDAY EVENING
CONSTITUTION IS MONDAY EVENING OF GEORGE-ANNE
SINGING
RECAPITULATED OLIVER’S TWISTS GROUP
BEING REVISED
TO BE FEATURED
Piano, Voice and Instrumental
Students Are Presented

Students of the college music deAttempt Is Being Made to Bring
partment
presented the twenty-ninth
Document Up To Date

Spotlighted Stories For Present
Volume Are Varied

program in the Monday night conA glance through the files of the
At present a committee of the Stu- cent series last Monday night in the George-Anne for the past scholastic
dent Council is preparing a revised college auditorium.
year reveals many interesting subdraft of its constitution which inIncluded on the program were pia- jects. Though for several issues the
cludes many muchly needed changes. no students of Mrs. Barnes, instrufront page of the paper was almost
At a meeting of the council a few mental students of Ernest Harris,
bereft of important reading matter,
weeks ago mention was made of some and voice students of Ronald J. Neil.
one finds that there were a few stories
of the out-of-date features of the In all there were sixteen student perworthy of note and possibly of represent constitution which was writ- ^ formers on the-program.
capitulation.
ten in 1936. A discussion of the
The evening’s entertainment conThe writer took time out the other
council members resulted in the ap- sisted of the following:
day to scan through all fourteen of
pointment of a committee headed by
The Rabbit, by Williams, and an
Elbert Sanders and which included Indian Dance, by McIntyre, Melba the collected George-Anues for the
Olive Reppard, Homer Blitch and Jean Beasley (Laboratory School); year and pick out the headlines to
Jimmy Gunter to set to work and re- Serenade from Les Millions D’Aelr- the stories which were played up in
vise the present document. At the quin, by Drigo, Leon Culpepper; each issue.
Reading chronologically the spotmeeting May 13th of the council the Giannina Mia (The Firefly), by Friml;
proposed changes were submitted and Pruella Cromartie; The Brook in the lighted news items for the year were:
discussed.
i; Hugh Hodgson Inaugurates ConForest, by Williams, O’Neal Hardy
Heading the list of alterations in (Laboratory School); I Love Thee, cert Series tonight, October 7, 1940.
the revised, draft were new provis- by Grieg, Lynette Yandle; Rustle of
2. Third Number in Concert Series
ions regarding Student Council rep- String, by Sinding, Grace Sparks; Given Here Tonight (Peer Gynt Suite
resentatives and their election. It Cradle Song, by Kreisler, Marietta by Ibsen),'students, October 21.
was agred that the presidents of the Cook; Slavonic Dance, by Dvorak,
3. Five Seniors Are Selected For
various residence halls on the cam- Donna Thigpen, Mrs. Barnes; Song of
College Who’s Who. — Mina Hecker
pus should be included in the council Songs, by Moya. Roger Holland Jr.;
Concert Artists Sings Here Tonight,
membership. Likewise the council Witches Dance, by McDowell, Uhlma
November 4.
members agreed to make it a consti- Wynn Zittrouer; La Sorella, by Borel
4. Entire School Welcomes Alumtutional requirement that the election Clerc, William Holloway; Gracovien;of all officers and representatives ne, by Paderewski, Mary Muirhead; ni. All-Day Program Arranged for
to the Student Council, execept those three trios from “The Mikado," Three Home-Coming Occasion, November 20.
5. Cynthian Trio Feature of Ninfh
of the freshman class, he held before Little Maids, So Please You, Sir, and
College
Concert Program Tonight.
the 15th of May each year.
Here’s a Howdydo, by Gilbert and
A new system for selecting house Sullivan, Mary Fries, Ruth Cone and Ballet Feature First Lyceum. “The
governments on the campus was dis- Ella Cook Nease; piano duet, Wed- Adventures of Puck” Is Tomorrow
cussed and generally approved. This ding Day at Trollhaugen, by Grieg, Night’s Program, December 2.
plan requires that each year before Rebecca Hicks and Mrs. Barnes.
6. Students Support Saturdays Off.
the 1st of May the Student Council,
John Temples Graves II Speaks to
along with the dean of each residence
Students Friday Morning, January
hall, and the officers of these halls,
13, 1941.
get together to selects a panel of
7. Former Student Returns To
nominees for officers of the dormiGive Tonight’s Recital;5 Leland Cox,
tories. These are to be voted upon
Junior Is Performer.
Democracy
Many Constructive Things
by the students of each hall. Also
Poll Varies. January 27.
Accomplished
the council hereafter is to have in8. Piano-Voice Recital Will Be Givfluence in the selection of house monThe Industrial Arts Club closed one en Here Thursday Night. Frank
itors. This move was made in an at- of the most successful years since its
tempt to insure better house govern- organization at its last regular meet- Sule and Michael McDowell are Performers. February 10.
ments on the campus.
ing. As you will remember the club
9. “Quality Street” Be Staged By
Several proposals pertaining to the is only some four years old.
Masquers Thursday Night.
Drapowers of the Student Council were
Since this is the last issue of the matic Club Presents Quaint Comedy.
brought up for discussion. Along George-Anne we wish that time and
Morgan Blake To Speak Monday.
this line the members of the council space would permit us to publish
February 24.
are attempting to make that body a some of the many activities that the
10. Olive Reppard Elected As
more functional and efficient medium club has sponsored during the year,
Queen of May Day Court. John
of student government.
however, from time to time you have
Definite action on these proposed seen articles in this paper that told Dunn Succeeds Charles Stanfield as
Y.M.C.A. President. March 10.
changes will be made before school of some of these activities.
11. Georgia Progress'Program Beis out so as to have the revised form
One of the most noticable activi- gins Friday; Art Is The Theme Of
ready for the annual “T” book.
ties of the club was the part its mem- The Seventh Program. Naval Cadets
bers played in the Georgia Progress Pick Ten Prettiest Georgia Teachers
programs. For weeks before the day College Coeds. March 31.
the members were burning mid-night
12. High School Seniors Will Be
oil in this preparation and it can Visitors Here This Week End. Good
truly be said that they helped to put Neighbor Institute For Summer
across one of the most successful School. April 14.
Ouida Wyatt is President, Ed-1 programs ever to be staged here.
13. Annual May Day Program Friwena Parrish, V-President
The club is composed of some day. Crowning of May Queen, Olive
Ouida Wyatt was elected president t)wenty-five active members. They Reppard, Climaxes The Affair. Poliof the Y.M.C.A. for 1941-42 at a are: Joe Hurst, president,; John Ben tics Getting Hot—Student Council
meeting of that organization Wednes- Ayers, vice-president; Frank QUiff, Election Day, May 15.
secretary-treasurer, and a number of
day night. Edwena Parrish was elect14. Election Day Thursday For Stuother chairmen and committees which
ed vice-president; Billy Turner, secdent Council Members. Sixteen Sturetary, and Roger McMillan, treasur- space will not pefmit to mention dents To Receive Honor Awards Here
personally.
Other members are
er, for the coming year.
May 30th.
Francis Groover, “Hooks” Donaldson,
Other officers chosen by the “Y”
Arwin Candler, W. H. Hiriley, Louis
were Lynette Yandle, worship chairHinley, S. N. Brock, Vernon Edwards,
man; Phillipa Denny, East Hall mornBuddy Rooks, Pate Warren, Clinton
ing watch; Hazel Mixon, West Hall
Oliver, “Tiny” Henderson, Lindsey
morning watch; Joyce Hendrix, Lewis
Pennington, George Pafford, Charles
Hall morning watch; Ruth Cone,
Kneece, Joe Ingram, Carl Hutchins,
music chairman; Dot Anderson, recDan Chambless, Jimmie Burpitt and
reation chairman; Sara Reid Bowen,
Ernest Thompson. If any names have
publicity chairman; Dot Garner, vesbeen overlooked it is due to the fact
pers chairman, and Abbie Mann,
than an old list was used.
membership chairman.
Messrs. Livingston, Hostetler and
The outgoing “Y” cabinet members
Bodiford have been our most faithful
stated, “We wish to express our apand co-operative sponsors.
preciation for the members’ co-operaIt is our sincere hope that this club
tion this year in having a wonderful
will continue to function in the same
‘Y’.
In making a cabinet for next
eficient manner next year and in
year it was very hard to select—you
years to come.
will all be called on to help. So stand
by your Young Women's Christian AsThe woman who was formerly fair,
sociation and further its course.”
fat and forty, has now become swank,
The Georgia Teachers College Y. slim and sixty.
WOT WITH SUCH FlWE
W.C.A. boasts of a very large memBARGAINS Ikl OUFt
bership and with the new cabinet in- will be made to include an even larWOMB NEWSPAPER.1
stalled and ready to go to work at ger percentage of the girl students on
c?
the beginning of next year, a drive the campus.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
HAS GOOD YEAR

Y.W. ELECTS NEXT
YEAR’S OFFICERS

By CLINTON OLIVER

According to evolution it took a
million years to make a man out of
a monkey, but a man can make a
monkey out of himself in one night.
Business men aren’t the only ones
who are ruined by the overhead. So
are beautiful women who wear foolish looking hats.
Another good thing about spring
is that you don’t have to worry about
stuffing your shirt tail in.
Someone suggests that it was a
male dove that flew across the world
to Noah’s Ark with an olive leaf in
mouth. A female couldn’t have kept
her mouth shut that long.
A hick town is where people have
no political “pull” stop for traffic
'lights..

Each Group Is Limited To FiveMinute Performance

The annual Booth-Pittman stepsinging festival will be held on the
steps of East Hall Wednesday evening at seven o’clock.
This annual singing contest is composed of groups of college students.
These groups may be representative
of some organization already on the
campus or they may be newly organized. Indications at present are that
there will be a great number of contestants in the festival competing
for the prize.
The rules governing the festival
are:
1. Each group is limited to a fiveminute performance.
2. A piano will be available, but
piano accompaniment need not be
used.
3. The group should sing without
direction.
4. All words should be memorized.
Professor Leon P. Smith Wins
| 5. Representatives of each group
Liar’s Contest
Beechwood. on Wednesday evening will meet in East Hall parlor at 6:45
was the setting of a “strictly stag” p. m., to draw for places.
6. The festival will begin at 7:00
steak supper for the Y.M.C.A. All
formality, if there was any, was o’clock promptly.
dropped and professors and students
7. Decisions of the judges will be
alike indulged promiscuously in sec- made at the close of the singing.
ond and third helpings of steak and
onions and in all the “trimmings,” Childhood Education
while fellowship and freedom of the
woods was the feature of the afternoon.
The Association of Childhood EdA faculty quartet, composed of ucation had a picnic and nature study
Pittman, Destler, Smiley and Living- meeting Tuesday, May 6th. The
ston, added harmony and'mirth to the group hiked to the Deal cabin where
“after-supper” gathering, with their
Miss McMahan, sponsor, had a deliversions of “Let the World Go By,” cious picnic supper.
and “Sweet Adeline.”
Immediately following the supper,
You’d never know what liars ramthe nature study meeting was held.
ble around this campus. The “lie The program was given by Miss
telling contest” was taken in stride Trussell, Norma Corbin and Virginia
by a good many as a very natural Eason.
procedure, and all were running neck
About thirty-eight members and
and neck until Mr. Leon P. Smith enshort spring students attended the
tered the scene and carried away all affair.
prizes with his yarn.
Tribute was paid Mr. Paul Thompson who for the past several years has
been faculty sponsor of the Y.M.C.A.,
and who will not be back nxt year.
Irwin Hulbert, a student here, deAn octogenarian club in New Jer- livered the Commencement address
sey consisting of over fifty men above to the graduating class of the Millthe age of eighty, met and endorsed haven High School Friday night.
Mr. Hulbert was accompanied by
all-out aid to England. The dispatch
does not state whether they volun- Alton Ellis, who introduced him to
teered for active duty abroad.
the Millhaven audience.

Y.M. FELLOWSHIP
DINNER IS GIVEN

Group Has Picnic

*

i, ¥*

*
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Irwin Hulbert Makes
Graduation Address

(
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Y.M.C.A. LEADS IN INTRAMURAL
PI NU WINS A PLACE IN FINAL
Jousting Tost
TROPHY RACE AS YEAR NEARS END
ROUND OF SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
DEFEAT Y.M.C.A. IN
MAY HAVE SUMMER T.C. RACQUETEERS THRILLING GAME
FLYING PROGRAM LOSE TO EMORY
The

—WYLLIS HALLMAN

At the end of the school year it is
customary to go back over the year
and think about the things that have
been done or that should have been
done. In this our last issue of the
school year I would like to go back
and see some of the things that have
happened to the intramural sports
program.

In the first place there has been an
almost complete turn-over in the personnel of the physical education department.
Only three of the “ole
timers” are left on the campus. First,
Miss Hill came in to take Miss Hammack’s place in the women’s division.
In the men’s division Mr. Kitchens
came in to take Mr. Wrinkle’s place
at the winter quarter. Then Uncle
Sam called and Mr. Kitchens left us.
Then student teachers came: Billy
Cox, Ross Rountree and “Tiny” Henderson. All of these boys were liked
by the student body.
In the fall quarter a new and
better proram of intramural sports
was adopted by the men. A program
was set up that would take in all the
major sport—football, boxing, basketball, softball and track. In the
men’s division the teachers decided
to give a trophy to the team that had
the most points at the end of the
school year. This is the first time
anything of this type has been offered here.
In the women’s division a cup is
also being given as an improvement
over previous years. In this division
new equipment that has long been
needed has arrived and has been put
into use.
On the red side of the ledger there
have been some things that have not
been so good.
The tennis teams having to pay its
own expenses is one bad example.
Another thing is the shortage of
teams in all of the events. I have
been here three years and this year
we have had the .fewest teams to enter competition that I have ever seen.
The teams that have, entered have
shown plenty of spirit but there
should be twice as many teams. Let’s
hope all of the boys and girls will
play next year on some team.
While I am preaching I would like
to say a few things about one of the
most important things in the field of
sports: That is good sportsmanship.
This is one of the things that Coach
Smith is trying to emphasize in the
intramural sports program.
On the whole the boys have been
good sports, but sometimes you find
a boy on a team that does not know
the meaning of the word. It is O.K.
to argue in a friendly manner but
some of the boys argue just for
meanness.
This will not influence
4he umpire in your favor and may
easily cause the opposite. Every boy
and girl in college ought to be big
enough to take a decision even though
it may appear to be wrong. The officials are only human and are liable
to make mistakes. They should be
treated as human beings and not as
dumb animals.
As for this softball league, all predictions can be thrown out the door.
The play-over seems to be a playover for upsets. Both top teams were
upset in the first games of the series.
They came back in the second games
and looked a little like old form.
It is stjll a little early to pick a
winner, but I still like the Bugger
Daggers to win and the Iota Pi Nus
to take second place.
I have enjoyed writing this column
very much, and I hope you have enjoyed reading it.
See you next fall. (I hope.)
“Rountree,” from page 1
eleven monitors. This group, however, is selected under the present
system by “Aunt Sophie,” dean of
men, and the elected officers of the
hall and they will not be chosen until next year.

Delta Sigmas Are Trailing The
Leaders by Twenty Points

The Y.M.C.A. leads the intramural
race for the championship trophy
that is to be given to the team with
the most points. The Delta Sigma
team is trailing the Y.M.C.A. for second place.

The points to be counted in the
race for the cfip are: First place,
twenty-five points; second place, ten
points, and third place does not count
either way. The cup will be given on
the basis of points scored in touch
bootball, basketball, track, boxing and
softball.
The Y.M.C.A. has played in all
events to lead the group in points.
The Delta Sigma boys have placed
in two events to take second place
honors.
The cup has been bought and is on
display at Coach Smith’s office.
Softball is the only event that is
not settled. The D.S. will have to
take first place to win the cup from
the “Y”.
The standings up to date are:
Team
Points
Y.M.C.A. .
62%
Delta Sigma
42%
Rough House
25
Iota Pi Nu
10
Bugger Dagger
0
Faculty
0
“Book Review,” from page 2
author’s associations with Joseph Pulitzer and the World, with Charlie
Chapin and the Evening World, with
George Horace Lorimer and the Saturday Evening Post, and many other
publications. Then there are his portraits of the Presidents from Cleveland through the present F.D.R. Both
the big and the little man are pictured; there is presented a galaxy of
stars and a world of unknowns. And
Mr. Cobb presents wonderful soliloquies on war, having served as an ace
reporter during the 1914rl918 fiasco
and knowing his subject first hand.
In conclusion Mr. Cobb sets forth
encouraging optimism on America.
He states that in the recent WillkieRoosevelt election “there was offered
renewed and abundant proof that
Americans are not greedy winners
when they win, nor bad losers when
they lose.”
Any reader might disagree with
Mr. Cobb, who stated that his auto-

D.S. Vs. B.D. Winners To Play
Pi Nus In Finals

Students Interested Should Sign
On Adm, Building Bulletin
Board Here

The announcement is made that it
is very probable that a summer session of the civil aeronautical flying
program will be held at this college.
If the course is offered it will be open
to students between the ages of 19
and 26.
Regulations concerning the summer flying course demand that the
student who' is in summer school at
the time who desires to take the
course must have at least two years
of college training.
Successful completion of the ground
school work by a student will give
him credit for one course, Aviation
315, as an elective.
Expenses heretofore for the course
have been $15 to cover the physical
dxaminatibn and insurance.
Anyone interested, and who can qualify,
might sign up on a notice which is
posted on the bulletin board in the
hall of the Administration building.

ALL-STAR TEAM
IS ANNOUNCED
Della Sigmas Get Four Men
On Softball Choices

On a poll conducted by several of
the players, the Delta Sigma placed
four men on the all-star team. The
team was selected on the basis of a
questionnaire sent out to the players.
The all-star team is:
Jenkins, p (Iota Pi Nu); Kneece, c
(Bugger Dagger); Henderson, lb
(Bugger Dagger); Marsh, 2b (Delta
Sigma); Parrish, 3b (Y.M.C.A.);
Enlowe, ss (Y.M.C.A.); Ramsey, if
(Delta Sigma); Strange, cf (Y.M.C.
A.); Coleman, rf (Delta Sigma);
Gatewood, sf (Delta Sigma).
biography contained no likeness of
the author “at any age whatsoever.”
From all indications and observations it is just like the author at all
ages.
ELBERT SANDERS.

Stores Co.
Hosiery, Lingeries, Stationery

CLEANERS

“Guy Wells,” from page 1

Marjorie Forehand, Nina Moore and
Emolyn Rainey.
Mathematics: Olive Senfroe.
Chemistry: Robert BrownBiology: James C. Hunter.
Elementary Education: Maxie Alderman, Miinie Fay Aldeman, Joy
Bowden, Elizabeth Helen Bowen,
Sarah Bowen, Thelma Boyd, Miriam
Brinson, Nellie Collins, Alma Trussed, Theta Gunby. Burdelle Harrison, Amy Lively Herring, Frances
Hughes, Cora Page, Sara Perkins,
Louise Roberts, Virginia Robertson,
Frances Seward, Ima Cox Spier, JorThe fellow who really gets somedyee Tanner and Hilda Tippins.
where on the road to success is he
Junior College Diploma:
Robert who isn’t discouraged by the detours.
Chisolm, William Martin Jr., Jack
Parrish and James Wingate.
Normal Diploma:
Marry Ellen
Powell:

For—
DRESS
or
SPORT
—It’s
THE
FASHION SHOP

After "lab." ..
pause and

THE COLLEGIATE
BARBER SHOP
GIVE US A CALL

Toilet Goods, Notions

Needs

Taking one of the seven matches,
the Blue Tide recqueteers climaxed
the season with a 7-0 loss to Emory
Junior College at Oxford.
Ben Christie and “Holy” Grahl
gave the Teachers their only score
when they defeated Emory’s No. 2
double team.
Although the boys won only one
match this season, they started in
the middle of the season from scratch,
with no coach and no backing.

The Iota Pi Nu’s took a thriller
from the Y.M.C.A. Friday afternoon
to win a place in final round of the
intramural softball playoff. The Bugder Daggers and the Delta Sigma
have one game to go to see who meets
the Pi Nu’s in the finals.
In a series of upsets with the favored Y.M.C.A. 'team out of the play
and the Bugger Daggers having to
play the third game of a 2-out-of-3
series, the intramural playoff has
started.
The first day of the playoff the Pi
Nu’s defeated the Y.M.C.A. and the
Bugger Daggers lost to a fighting
Delta Sigma team 12-6. In the next
games the Y.M.C.A. defeated the Iota
Pi Nu’s 13-11 in a thriller, and the
D.S. were downed by the Bugger Daggers 9-4. In the third day of play
the Pi Nu’s staged a one-inning rally
that defeated the Y.M.C.A. 11-16.
The playoff standing's are as follows:
Team
Won Lost
Pi Nu’s
2
1
D. S
1
1
Bugger Daggers
1
1
Y.M.C.A. ........... 1
2

SPECIAL ATTENTION
TO STUDENTS
— At —

McLELLAN

5c

Local Team Got Off To Late
Start This Year.

10c

Next To Georgia Theatre
WILBUR CASON, Proprietor

Statesboro, Georgia
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Moth Proof Bags For Win ter Clothes at

STATESBORO DRY CLEANERS
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AGENTS
JOHN BEN AYERS
DAVID BOWMAN
T. A. BACON
MARY KATHRENE THOMAS
AZILE HARTLEY
DOT ANDERSON

Coca-Cola has a delightful taste
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FOR FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE, AND CERTAINLY
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SEA

ISLAND

that always pleases. Pure,
wholesome, delicious, — ice-cold
Coca-Cola satisfies completely.
So when you pause throughout

BANK
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the day, make it the pause that
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Club News

LAMBDA THETA CHI

The Lambda Theta Chi held their
regular meeting Wednesday night in
East Hall. Plans for their picnic,
May 31, were made.
Officers for the ensuing year are:
President, Fran Harrison; vice-president, Eula Beth Jones; secretary,
Sara Bowen; treasurer, Dot Anderson; chaplain, Emily Cromley.
Aftt .the business was discussed
(refreshments were served by Dot
Anderson and Emily Cromley.

BACHELORS CLUB

The Bachelors Club held its 14th
annual spring banquet and dance on
Saturday, Mary 17th. The banquet
was held at the Jaeckel Hotel. Lambuth Key and his Professors provided
music for the dance which followed
the banquet. The dance took place at
the Statesboro Woman’s Club.
Members and their dates attending were: Alton Ellis and Barbara
Poteet, Charles Stanfield and Doris
Toney, Theron Anglin and Mary
Drennon, David Watson and Mit
Earhardt, Eddie Najjar and Mary
Thomas Perry, Elliott Bosweli and
Alice Harris, Billy DeLoaeh and
Gladine Culpper, Leon Culpepper
and Miriam Brinsbn, Car! Hutchins
and Elizabeth Smith, Jimmy Gunter
and Eloise Wyatt, J. W. Cartee and
Ann Felton, David Bowman and Carolyn Foster, Joe Ingram and Guida
Wyatt, Wayne Culbreth and Mary
K. Thomas, Ross Rountree and Lorena
Heidt, “Red” Morgan and Tina Gresham, Billy Cox and Anncile Forehand,
Clinton Oliver and Elizabeth Kellam,
Fitzhugh Penn and Esther Lee
Barnes, George Pafford and Roger
McMillan, Herman Wrinkle and Abbie Mann, “Buddy” Wingate and
Doris Echols, Charles McKinley and
Catherine Gainey, George Mullin;
and Caroline Morris, Miss Marie
Wood and J. M. Parker, Miss Ruth
Bolton and Dr. Herbert Weaver, and
Miss “Meg” Gunter and Charlie Joe
Mathews.
Old members returning and their
dates were: S. D. Duncan Jr. and
Barbara Mills, Bartow Miller and
Mug Mathews, Gus Carswell and Rita
Lee, Arthur Farrar and Ivella K.
Mills, Gesmon Neville and Joy Bow
den.

EPICUREAN

The Epicureans certainly have
been living up to their motto. Thursday night, May 22, there was fun,
food, and friendliness at the home of
“Honey,” “Bill” and “Meg,” the sponsors of the sorority, who entertained
the “Eppies” with a supper party.
Sunday, May 25th, Eloise Wyatt
was hostess at a dinner party for the
“Eppies” and their dates ■ at the
Jaeckel Hotel.
Business has been just as booming as the fun. Definite plans are
now made for the annual Epicurean
house party at St. Simons Island immediately after graduation.
Old
members are planning to go down for
the affair and everything seems as
though this house party will be better and bigger than the last.
The 1941-42 officers for the sorority
are: President, Eloise Wyatt; vicepresident, Ouida Wyatt; Secretary,
Billie Turner; treasurer, Jane Simpson.

DUX DOMINA

MONDAY, MAY 26, 1941

Fashion Firsts

The regular meeting on Thursday
night the Dux Dominas elected ofBy ROGER McMILLAN
ficers for the next* year. They are:
Spring has been here for quite a |
President, Mary Thomas Perry; viceDELTA SIGMA
president, Maxann Foy; secretary, while but new spring fashions have
Brilliant from the beginning to the Betty Ann Morgan; treasurer, Mary not ceased to blossom.
end, the annual Delta Sigma spring Frances Groover.
DORIS TONEY was seen at the
dance and banquet was held last
Plans are being made for a picnic. Bachelor’s dance in an evening dress
Saturday and old acquaintances were The hostesses for the meeting were with a skirt of white pique with blue
renewed when the alumni came back Catherine Gainey and Mary Thomas flowers printed on it. The top was
of blue bengaline with three-quarPerry.
and enjoyed with the members the
ter-length sleeves.
highlights of the fraternity’s social “X” CLUB
MARY FRIES looked the mermaid
events.
The “X” Club met Friday night, (again) in a dress with a fish-net
Amid the blue and gold colors of May 16, in the lounge of Lewis Hall. waist and a string of pastel colored
the fraternity, which were so elabor- The main purpose of the meeting was seashells around her neck.
ately used in the beautiful decora- the election of officers for the coming
ANN FELTON, squired by CARtions, members and their dates danced year. Officers elected were: Presi- TEE, wore a chartreuse jersey, with
and dined with the heart-warming dent, Ruth Kammerer; vice-president, a seersucker skirt striped in tan,
notes of Auld Lang Syne ever pres- Ruth Cone; secretary-treasurer, Myra brown and green, to the Bachelor’s
Newton.
ent.
affair.
After the election delicious refreshThe annual event begun with a tea
JOYCE JONES wears a collarl'ess
dance with stags invited in the after- ments were served by the hostesses, street dress of blue sharkskin.
noon at the Statesboro High School Fay Alderman and Burdelle HarriLYNETTE YANDLE wears a cotson.
gym from 3 to 5 p. m.
ton with red striped skirts and white
After a two-hour intermission
waffle waist.
The collar ik" a ruffle
BUGGER DAGGERS
members and dates returned to the
extending from the low waistline.
The Bugger Dagger Club held its
gymnasium and danced until nine.
ABBIE MANN wears a blue and
The dancing throughout the evening regular meeting Wednesday night in white striped cotton, princess style,
“Tiny” Henderson,
was carried out in cabaret style. Sanford lobby.
with low waistline and gathered
Fitzhugh
Penn,
Francis
Groover and
Tables were placed around the dance
skirt.
floor where the members and dates, Clinton Oliver were welcomed as new
ALICE HARRIS wears a brightwhile not dancing, sat and enjoyed members of the club.
colored striped jumper with a white
The first picnic of the quarter will dotted swisg blouse
refreshments.
be
held Saturday at Rushing’s pond.
From the gymnasium the festivities
Since hot weather has arrived
were continued at the Statesboro The members and their dates will transparent materials have come to
Woman’s Club. There a delightful meet in front of the “little store” the front.
four-course dinner was served. Dates and hike to the pond.
JANE MATHIS features a baby
“Tiny” Henderson urges all members to be at the softball game Monday. The team has had a good season so far and is doing everything
possible to prove itself “champions of
New officers for the coming year ’41.”
were installed and are as follows:
DELTA LAMBDA DELTA
President, *Tiny Ramsey; vice-presiThe Delta Lambda Delta held their
dent, Dight Olliff; secretary, G. C.
Coleman Jr.; treasurer, Thomas regular monthly meeting Tuesday
Curry; chaplain, John Grahi; scribe, evening in the parlor of East Hall.
After the business was discussed deRobert Morris.
licious
refreshments were served with
Following the installation of the
Carolyn Foster and Mary Drenon actnew officers the visiting alumni were
ing as hostesses.
introduced. Mr. Weaver and Dr. DeThe new officers elected for the
Loach made short talks.
forthcoming
year are:
President,
From the banquet everyone returnMary Fries; vice- president, Kathryn
ed to the dance floor for more dancJoiner;
secretary, Louise Perry;
ing in the cabaret fashion. To contreasurer, Madelyn Lamb; chaplain,
clude a grand occasion all members
and their dates gathered around the “Jo” Keefe.
A delightful breakfast was served
orchestra and sang “Auld Lang
to the members of the sorority SunSyne.”
Dates for the occasion were as fol- day morning at the Teapot Grille by
the president, Carolyn Foster. Belows: J. W,' Zetterower and Virginia Perryman, Dight Olliff and Kath- fore the meal began the sorority preryn Joiner, Tiny Ramsey and Eula sented Carolyn with a bracelet with
Beth Jones, G. C. Coleman and Mar- the Delta Lambda Delta Greek lettha Wilma Simmons, Robert Morris ters engraved on it, as a token of
and Dot Remington, Robert Brown their appreciation to her for the fine
and Mary Fries, William Waters and leadership and the good spirit she
Sylvia Bargeron, Thomas Gurry and has shown throughout the year. AftRegenia Graham, Ralph Bacon and er the breakfast pictures were taken
Nancy Whitman, Claude Adams and and then the sorority attended church
Speck Sweat, Ben Christie and in a group. As always a good, wholeFrances Blackburn, Cliff Purvis and some time was enjoyed by all.
The sorority regrets that Carolyn
Helen Rowse, Munroe Barrel and
Foster,
Mary Drenon and Del! RounNancy Jim Sally,, Dudley Gatewood
and Sara Alice Bradley, Reese El- tree w'ill not be back with them next
lison and Annett McKay, Emerson year.
MADELYN LAMB, Scribe.
Anderson and Helen Elders, Frank

of the members were presented lovely favors. The fraternity’s sponsors,
Mr. Herbert Weaver, Miss Catherine
Gainey and Dr. R. J. H. DeLoaeh,
were presented gifts.

Olliff and Joyce Jones, W. R. Lovett
and Joyce Smith, Roy Lee Smith and
Kathryn Cooksey, Edwin Groover and
Eloise Hunt, John Smith and Jane
Simpson, Curtis Lane and Billie Turner, Albert Green and Frances Breen,
James Simon Deal and Becky Hicks,
Joseph Layfield Robertson and Catherine Gainey, Joe Joyner with Frances
Deal, Frank Jordan with Amy Jo
Smith, J. Brantley Johnson and EveIOTA PI NU
The members of the Iota Pi Nu lyn Lee, Pat Patterson and Wynelle
fraternity and their Hates had a very Williams, Herbert Weaver and Betty
enjoyable afternoon at a picnic at McLemore.
Lotts creek last Saturday. It’s been
a long year, hasn’t it? We’ve enjoyed it, though. Haven’t you? Maybe
you’ll be back next year. You might
not, though. If you are you’ll probably enjoy it more than this year.
Maybe not, though.
Could be you
had a better time this year than you
will have next year. That is if you
come back. Hope to see you back.
That is if you come back. Good-bye
till next year. That is if you come
back.
(Signed) PHILLIP SPACE.

CITY DRUG CO,
PHARMACISTS
S. L. Lanier

Geo. K. Lanier

ACROSS FROM THE
GEORGIA THEATRE

blouse of batiste. It has row on row
of white lace and minute pearl buttons.
VIRGINIA PERRYMAN looks very
cool in a pink and white voile with
gathered neckline and long sleeves.
KATHRYN ELLISON wears a
navy dotted swiss trimmed with many
rows of lace.
MARY KATHRYN THOMAS
avoids the issue of halters by cutting
the sleeves out of. a shirt. This is
to avoid resembling a convict—you
know—striped.
DUDLEY GATEWOOD wears a
sport shirt of aqua blue with a double
triangular neckline.
J. MALCOMB PARKER illustrated
the latest in masculine hair-dos in
the play, “He Ain’t Done Right by
Nell.” It consists of a middle part
and bangs curled toward the center.

With The

Student Council

By David Watson

So ends another year at T.C. and
with it comes the final edition of the
George-Anne for the year 1940-41.
The Student Council wishes to thank
the paper for the fine co-operation
that it has given the Student Council
in all of its undertakings. We are
truly and deeply in debt to you for
your valuable service.
Joe Ingram again heads the Student Council for another year. Joe
has done some very fine wrnrk this
year and with the experience of a
successful year behind him we are
all counting on him to rise to greater heights next year.
To the senior members of the Student Council: I feel I am expressing
the sentiments of the whole student
body when I tell you that we truly
appreciate the fine guidance and
leadership you have given us this
year. We hope that you will always
retain these fine qualities.
New officers to you we extend congratulations. May you fulfil the work
we have tried to do. Work next year
for chapel twice a week, lower radio
fees, bigger Home-Comings, and a
successful High School Senior Week
End. The student body has put their
trust and confidence in you—don’t
disappoint them.
It has been a pleasure to write this
column each edition for you.
Its
chief purpose was to inform you on
the doings of the Student Council, and
to try to keep interest aroused among
the students on questions pertaining
to them. Where it has failed, I am
sorry; but if it has succeeded one
time it has been worth the time spent
on it.
Good-bye and thirty!

SIGMA GAMMA
The Sigma Gamma sorority met in
East Hall Wednesday night. The new
officers were elected.
They are:
President, Roger McMillan; vicepresident, Loraine Heidt; secretary,
Lillian Warner; treasurer, Sara Hojwell; sergeant-at-arms. Donna Thigpen;
corresponding secretary, Alice Harris.

After the business meeting deliFinland is again paying on its
debt to the United States. We hope cious refreshments were served with
the Finns will be able to pay their East Hall members acting as hostesses.
debt to Stalin some of these days.

It Pays To Trade at

GEORGIA THEATRE
Week of May 26th to 31st

W. H. ELLIS CO.

MONDAY and TUESDAY

“YOUR DRUG STORE”

Added Attractions
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Phone 44

Statesboro, Ga.

Deanna Durbin in

“NICE GIRL”
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
And FRIDAY
Capra, Cooper, Stanwyck in

Donaldson-Smith
Clothing Co.

“MEET JOHN DOE”
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